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Our feedback on general comments by the students: The feedback results for Immunology 

subject are equal, or in case of three questions slightly significantly lower than the faculty 

average.  

A total of 253 students registered for Immunology AOKGEN737_1A, the number of students, 

who filled the OMHV evaluations prior to registration for the exams is 90 (35,6 % of the 

registered students).  

 

The lowest values were gotten for questions K02, K04 and K06 were higher than grade 4.:  

(How do you rate the location and infrastructure of the practice? (4.28) 

How useful was the time spent? (4.08) 

To what extent was the class practice-oriented and interactive? (4.23)) However this is 

sligthly lower then the faculty average, better, then the average of the last year. 

 

From the comments of students below, we got the feedback, that the teachers including PhD 

students as well are committed, well-prepared and student-friendly educators. The senior 

teachers will continue to mentor new teachers starting education and provide professional 

and pedagogical training for them.  

 

 

Our feedback on specific comments on mandatory subjects: 

- „(Oktató: Khamari Delaram - O3X6Y2): Very good teach” Answer: Khamari Delaram 

(PhD student) is an excellent teacher, having more than one class a week. 

-  „(Oktató: Királyhidi Panna - EUHLUA): Very good effort by this teacher! She truly 

cares and wants to transmit knowledge without wasting students’ time” „(Oktató: 

Királyhidi Panna - EUHLUA): She unsweetened my questions very nicely and it was 

really helpful!” Answer: Királyhidi Panna (PhD student) is an excellent teacher, having 

more than one class a week. 

-  „(Oktató: Koncz Anna - JOF8CH): great teach”. Answer: Koncz Anna (PhD student) is 

an excellent teacher, having more than one class a week. 

- „(Oktató: Németh Krisztina - IOG4BV): Thanks!” Answer: Németh Krisztina (PhD 

student) is an excellent teacher, having more than one class a week. 

- „(Oktató: Dr. Pállinger Éva - A9O7J2): This teacher is amazing. She goes beyond every 

teacher to help, and she puts in the time and really cares. I would give her 10 out of 

5” „(Oktató: Dr. Pállinger Éva - A9O7J2): The study materials are very helpful. But it 



was too much to follow in class. The practice sessions are hard to follow. I liked how 

the teacher showed us the real samples” Answer: dr Pállinger Éva is a senior teacher 

having role in mentoring younger colleagues starting education and providing 

professional and pedagogical training for them. 

-  „(Oktató: Dr. Holub Marianna - A1CU4O): very enthusiastic teacher she simplifies the 

material really well it becomes very easy to understand also very patient, answers 

every question and makes sure that students also understand the answers”. „(Oktató: 

Dr. Holub Marianna - A1CU4O): Explains topics very well most likely the best 

immunology professor„. (Oktató: Dr. Holub Marianna - A1CU4O): The practices were 

really interesting and interactive, making it easier to learn and get involved.” Answer: 

dr Holub Marianna is a senior teacher, course coordinator of immunology subject, 

having role in mentoring younger colleagues starting education and providing 

professional and pedagogical training for them. 
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